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Our Global Risk Dashboard (GRiD) represents a significant advance in how 
you can access our world-class global risk intelligence. Levelling up from our 
previous Portal, GRiD brings a host of performance upgrades, new features, 

powerful visualisations and enhanced functionality that simplify and sharpen 
how you can use our global risk analytics and expert insight.

Our data, your data. 
Connected, secure.
Easily upload your own facility, 
supplier and portfolio data to our 
secure, cloud-based server and 
gain an unparalleled 360° view of 
risk exposure across your entire 
business.

Simple steps. 
Smart results.
Easily get started with our Quick 
Start guide, FAQs and tutorial 
videos in the new Learn section.  
Our helpful Client Success team 
are also on hand if needed.

Powerful analytics. 
Intuitive visualisations.
Quickly visualise where and how risk 
threatens your people, brand or assets 
and make impactful, risk-adjusted 
decisions with speed and confidence.
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For more information on GRiD, how to access it and get started, contact your account manager or our helpful 
Client Success team

Verisk Maplecroft is a Verisk business.

Easily upload your own data using our Data Wizard

l	Enhanced functionality allows you to upload via template, your own file or directly into 
GRiD. You can also add specific attribute information using our defaults (including 
spend, volume, criticality, value etc) or by defining your own.

l	Attributes can then be used for more advanced analysis and segmentation of your 
risk exposure

Access data-driven country analysis and explore our data

l	For readers of our Country Risk Profiles, you will have access to a limited country 
‘View’ for country profiles you’ve purchased, allowing you to further explore the data 
we’ve used to underpin the report

l	We’ve also made all of our country related material more integrated, with tabs 
for country scorecards, risk profiles and insights alongside each other for easier 
browsing

Understand what’s driving changes in risk over time

l	Visualise and compare changes in risk over a selected time period for both headline 
and indicator scores to quickly understand changes in your risk exposure. 

l	Access historic scores for any index and easily understand when an index was 
updated

Identify the key drivers of risk at ‘indicator’ level

l	Drill down all the way to the indicator level through charts and tables to what’s driving 
your risk scores

l	Index information like methodologies, sources and characteristics like update cycle 
are now all held in one place, and are made easily accessible wherever index data is 
shown
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